In this paper, we present experimental results of a recently developed set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture on an aerospace testbed, which is configured as a conventional dual-rotor helicopter. The key feature of this architecture allows the system error bound between the state of an uncertain dynamical system and the state of a reference model, which captures a desired closed-loop system performance, to be less than a-priori, user-defined worst-case performance bound. This means that this proposed architecture is suitable for enforcing strict performance guarantees during the transient and steady-state response of the adaptation process. Specifically, we first experimentally demonstrate the practical capabilities of this adaptive control algorithm with constant performance bounds on the considered testbed. We then consider the time-varying performance bounds, where we highlight how a control designer is empowered by the set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture to control the closed-loop system performance as desired on different time intervals (e.g. transient time interval and steady-state time interval) and also how to handle a possible system initialization error that can happen in practice.
I Introduction
Although model reference adaptive control architectures are capable of guaranteeing closed-loop system stability in the presence of exogenous disturbances and system uncertainties, one of the major drawbacks to adopting these control frameworks is the inability to obtain user-defined performance guarantees. For addressing this limitation, we recently proposed set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture in a set of papers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The key feature of set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture allows the system error bound between the state of an uncertain dynamical system and the state of a reference model, which captures a desired closed-loop system performance, to be less than a-priori, user-defined worstcase performance bound. This means that this architecture is suitable for enforcing strict performance guarantees during the transient and steady-state response of the adaptation process. Specifically, [1] presents this control framework for achieving time-invariant performance bounds, where in [2, 3] this framework is further extended to guarantee time-varying user-defined performance bounds. The generalization of the settheoretic model reference adaptive control architecture to the unstructured system uncertainties is studied in [4, 5] and also the extension of this architecture for guaranteeing performance in the presence of actuator failures and actuator dynamics are respectively presented in [6, 7] . This framework is also recently employed for decentralized control of large-scale modular systems in [8, 9] . In [10, 11] an application of the set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture are respectively presented on the NASA generic transport model and a rigid body vehicle on exponential coordinates.
Primarily building on the results of [1] [2] [3] , this paper presents experimental results of a recently developed set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture on an aerospace testbed, configured as a conventional dual-rotor helicopter. Specifically, we first experimentally demonstrate the practical capabilities of this adaptive control algorithm with constant performance bounds in [1] compared with the standard model reference adaptive controller. From a practical standpoint, we then show how the extension of the set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture to time-varying performance bounds in [2, 3] gives the control designer a flexibility to control the closed-loop system performance as desired on different time intervals (e.g. transient time interval and steady-state time interval). In addition, we demonstrate the efficacy of this control framework for handling the initialization error that can happen in practical settings.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section II provides the problem formulation. Section III overviews the set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture with constant and timevarying performance bounds. Section IV illustrates the efficacy of the set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture applied to the AERO platform. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section V. The notation used in this paper is fairly standard as similar to [1] [2] [3] . To be self-contained, N denotes the set of natural numbers, R denotes the set of real numbers, R n denotes the set of n × 1 real column vectors, R n×m denotes the set of n × m real matrices, R + (respectively, R + ) denotes the set of positive (respectively, non-negative-definite) real numbers, R n×n + (respectively, R n×n + ) denotes the set of n × n positive-definite (respectively, non-negative-definite) real matrices, D n×n denotes the set of n × n real matrices with diagonal scalar entries, 0 n×n denotes the n × n zero matrix, and " " denotes equality by definition. In addition, we write (·)
T for the transpose operator, (·) −1 for the inverse operator, · F for the Frobenius norm, and · 2 for the Euclidean norm. Furthermore, we write A 2 λ max (A T A) for the induced 2-norm of the matrix A ∈ R n×m , λ min (A) (resp., λ max (A)) for the minimum (resp., maximum) eigenvalue of the matrix A ∈ R n×n , and tr(·) for the trace operator.
II Problem Formulation
Consider the uncertain dynamical system given bẏ
In the above expression, x p (t) ∈ R np denotes the measurable state vector, u(t) ∈ R m denotes the control input, A p ∈ R np×np denotes a known system matrix, B p ∈ R np×m denotes a known input matrix, δ p :
denotes a system uncertainty, and Λ ∈ R m×m + ∩ D m×m denotes an unknown control effectiveness matrix. As standard, it is assumed that the pair (A p , B p ) is controllable. Note that the considered uncertain dynamical system dynamics given in (1) fits appropriately to the experimental aerospace testbed (see Section IV for details). Here, we also consider that the system uncertainty given by (1) is parameterized as
where W p (t) ∈ R s×m is a bounded unknown weight matrix (i.e., W p (t) F ≤ w p ) with a bounded time rate of change (i.e., Ẇ p (t) F ≤ẇ p ) and σ p : R np → R s is a known basis function of the form
T that includes locally Lipschitz elements. To address command following, it is of practice to consider an integral state x c (t) ∈ R nc satisfyinġ
Here, c(t) ∈ R nc is a piecewise continuous command and E p ∈ R nc×np is a matrix introduced to select a subset of x p (t) to follow c(t). Considering this integral state, one can now defined the augmented state vector as
T ∈ R n , n = n p + n c , and writė
using (1) and (3), where
Next, consider the feedback control law given by
In (8), u n (t) ∈ R m represents the nominal control law of the form given by
such that A r A − BK, K ∈ R m×n , is Hurwitz and u a (t) ∈ R m represents the adaptive control law to be introduced in Section III. It is now straightforward to writė
using (8) and (9) in (4), where
T ∈ R s+n is a known basis function.
III Set-Theoretic Model Reference Adaptive Control Architecture [1, 2]
As it is well-known, the selection of the adaptive control law and its corresponding update law plays a crucial role in any model reference adaptive control design for achieving desired command following characteristics captured by the reference model given bẏ
with x r (t) ∈ R n being the reference state vector. In this section, we concisely overview the set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture proposed in [1] and [2] for respectively enforcing constant and time-varying user-defined performance bound guarantees on the norm of system error vector.
A Constant Performance Bound Guarantees
We begin with the set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture developed in [1] for enforcing constant performance bound guarantees. To this end, we let the adaptive control law be given by
whereŴ (t) ∈ R (s+n)×m is an estimate of W (t). We now use the well-known projection operator. Based on its definition (e.g., see [12, 13] ), θ − θ * T Proj (θ, y) − y ≤ 0 holds for any vector y, where the vector θ is the estimation of the unknown vector θ * . This definition can be further generalized to matrices as
. Now, consider the update law for (12) given bẏ
withŴ max being the projection norm bound. In (13), γ ∈ R + is the learning rate (i.e., adaptation gain),
is a solution of the Lyapunov equation given by
with R ∈ R n×n + , and e(t) x(t) − x r (t) is the system error. In (13), in addition, φ( e(t) P ) is the generalized restricted potential function defined on the set D {e(t) : e(t) P ∈ [0, )} with e(t) P = e T (t)P e(t) being the weighted system error and ∈ R + being a-priori, user-defined constant, satisfying i) If e(t) P = 0, then φ( e(t) P ) = 0.
ii) If e(t) ∈ D and e(t) P = 0, then φ( e(t) P ) > 0.
Remark 1 (Strict Constant Performance Guarantees). From a theoretical standpoint, the update law given by (13) for the set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture can be derived by considering the following energy function [1] V (e,W ) = φ( e P ) + γ
whereW (t) Ŵ (t) − W (t). As shown in [1] , the time derivative of this energy function is upper bounded bẏ
where α
In particular, (16) is sufficient to conclude that V (e,W ) is upper bounded. Hence, one can now conclude with e 0 P < that the pair (e(t),W (t)) is bounded and the system error satisfies the strict bound given by e(t) P < , t ≥ 0. Once again, we refer to Theorem 3.1 of [1] for details.
B Time-Varying Performance Bound Guarantees
We now overview the results in [2] for enforcing time-varying performance bound guarantees. For this purpose, we consider the modified reference model given bẏ
where x rm (t) ∈ R n is the modified reference state vector and ζ(t) ∈ R n is an added term to be defined below. Letting e m (t) x(t) − x rm (t), we consider the error transformation given by
where ξ(t) ∈ R + is a user-defined scalar transformation function that is used later to enforce a time-varying performance bound on the system error vector. We also let
Furthermore, we utilize the generalized restricted potential function introduced in Section A and consider the update law for (12) given bẏ
withŴ max being the projection bound and γ ∈ R + being the learning rate.
Remark 2 (Strict Time-Varying Performance Guarantees). From a theoretical standpoint, the update law given by (20) for the set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture can be derived by considering the following energy function [2] V (e ξ ,W ) = φ( e ξ P ) + γ
The time derivative on this energy function satisfies the upper bound given bẏ
holds, where α
and Ẇ (t) F ≤ẇ. In particular, (22) is sufficient to conclude boundedness of V (e ξ ,W ). Hence, one can now conclude with e m0 P < /ξ(0) that the closed-loop system state (e ξ (t),W (t)) is bounded and the system error satisfies the strict performance bound given by e m (t) P < /ξ(t), t ≥ 0. Once again, we refer to Theorem 3.2 of [2] for details.
To enforce strict time-varying performance guarantees, one can also use Theorem 3.1 of [2] instead of Theorem 3.2 of [2] . We note here that the former theorem if used requires an extra condition that is λ min (P BΛB T P ) = 0. However, if λ min (P BΛB T P ) = 0 and λ min (R) − 2 λ max (P ) > 0 both hold at the same time with max t∈R+˙ (t) (t) , then it readily follows from Theorem 3.1 of [2] that it can be utilized without this extra condition.
IV Experimental Study with an Aerospace Testbed
In this section, we experimentally demonstrate the practical capabilities of the set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture with constant and time-varying performance bounds on the Quanser AERO platform in dual-rotor helicopter configuration [14] . For this purpose, we follow the presented control algorithms in Section III as illustrated in Figure 1 .
A Physical Setup
For the control design, we consider the linearized model of the considered aerospace testbed given by
where θ(t) is the pitch angle (in radians), ψ(t) is the yaw angle (in radians), J p (respectively, J y ) is the total moment of inertia about the pitch (respectively, yaw) axis, D p (respectively, D y ) is the damping about the pitch (respectively, yaw) axis, and K sp is the stiffness about the pitch axis. The control torques acting on the pitch and yaw axes are given by
where V p (t) and V y (t) are respectively the motor voltages applied to the pitch and yaw rotors, K pp (respectively, K yy ) is the torque thrust gain from the pitch (respectively, yaw) rotor, and K py (respectively, K yp ) is the cross-torque thrust gain acting on the pitch (respectively, yaw) from the yaw (respectively, pitch) rotor. Using (23) to (26), one can equivalently write the system dynamics in the forṁ
with
where
T ∈ R 4 denotes the measurable state vector and
denotes the control input. The system parameters are obtained from the Quanser AERO user manual [14] as shown in Table 1 . Note that (27) is derived based on the ideal system conditions. However, in practical application scenarios where system uncertainties are present, one can alternatively consider the uncertain system dynamics in the form given bẏ
where Λ denotes an uncertain control effectiveness matrix, W p (t) denotes a bounded unknown weight matrix, and σ p (x p (t)) denotes a known basis function. Linear quadratic regulator theory is used to design the nominal controller gain matrix with the weighting matrices as Q = diag([2, 2, 0, 0, 50, 50]) to penalize x(t) and R = 0.001I 2×2 to penalize u(t) resulting in 
for (9) . In this experiment, a 30 degree yaw maneuver is considered as the control objective; hence, from a practical point of view, we pass the desired command through a low-pass filter to generate a smooth yaw command. In addition, note that the pitch and yaw motor voltages saturate at 24 V and we consider W p (t) = 0 and the uncertain control effectiveness matrix to be assumed as Λ = 0.1I 2×2 (i.e., 90% reduction in control channel efforts) resulting in W = 9I 2×2 .
B Experimental Results with Constant Performance Bound Guarantees
In this subsection, we illustrate the efficacy of the set-theoretic model reference adaptive controller for enforcing constant strict performance guarantees. For this purpose, we start with the implementation of the nominal and standard adaptive control laws to the AERO platform. Figure 2 shows the performance of the nominal controller for command following. Introducing the uncertain control effectiveness matrix, it is evident from Figure 3 that the nominal controller yields to instability. As it is well-known [12] , the standard adaptive control architecture can be implemented by setting φ d ( e(t) P ) = 1 in (13) for all time. Furthermore, we use rectangular projection operator and set the upper and lower projection bounds imposed on each element of the parameter estimate asŴ upper = 16I 2×2 andŴ lower = 2I 2×2 . Moreover, we use R = 1.5I 6×6 to calculate P from (14) for the resulting A r matrix. Figure 4 presents the command following performance of the adaptive controller with γ = 5, where the evolution of norm of the system error and the weight estimation are shown in Figure 5 . Assuming that we need a close tracking of the reference system such that the norm of the system error (i.e., e(t) P ) be less than 0.4, this adaptive controller is not able to achieve this requirement. In order to improve the performance, a control designer can increase the adaptation rate as well-known. Figure 6 presents the command following performance of the adaptive controller with γ = 30, where the evolution of norm of the system error and the weight estimation are shown in Figure 7 . Although, the performance is improved in this setting, the control objective (i.e., e(t) P < 0. 4) is not yet achieved. By further increasing the adaptation rate to γ = 70, one can eventually obtain satisfactory results as it can be seen from Figures 8 and 9 . Note that, even though the desired performance is obtained using γ = 70, this performance is not guaranteed and is subject to change if the system uncertainties vary. In addition, one needs to perform ad-hoc process to come up with this adaptation rate, which should be avoided in real-world safety-critical scenarios.
Next, in order to demonstrate the efficacy of the set-theoretic model reference adaptive controller for enforcing constant strict performance guarantees by utilization of the error-dependent learning rate φ d ( e(t) P ), we use the generalized restricted potential function of the form φ( e(t) P ) = e(t) 2 P /( 2 − e(t) 2 P ), e(t) ∈ D [2, 3] , with = 0.4, and we set the constant learning rate to γ = 5. Figure 10 shows the closed-loop dynamical system performance with the set-theoretic adaptive controller in Section III A, where Figure 11 shows the norm of the system error trajectories, the evolution of the weight estimateŴ (t), and the evolution of the effective learning rate. One can see from these figures that the expected performance is achieved and the norm of the system error is guaranteed to be less than = 0.4. Note that, any other values for learning rate γ can be used alternatively in this control architecture without violating the desired user-defined performance guarantee (e.g., see [1] ). In addition, unlike the standard adaptive controller with γ = 70, this performance is obtained independent of the bound on the system uncertainties and, more importantly, it does not require an ad-hoc tuning process -in fact, it tunes "γφ d ( e(t) P )" in response to the system error to ensure the desired user-defined performance, automatically. This subsection highlighted how the set-theoretic model reference 
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C Experimental Results with Time-Varying Performance Bound Guarantees
In this subsection, we now demonstrate the efficacy of the set-theoretic model reference adaptive controller for enforcing time-varying strict performance guarantees. In particular, we utilize the generalized restricted potential function of the form φ( e ξ (t) P ) = e ξ (t) , 3] , with = 1, and we set the constant learning rate to γ = 5. Furthermore, we choose the user-defined function ξ(t) such that its inverse (ξ −1 (t)) changes smoothly from 0.4 to 0.2 such that it allows more deviation at the transient time interval (ξ −1 max = 0.4) and then it enforces more restricted bound for the steady-state time interval (ξ −1 min = 0.2) in order to obtain a closer tracking performance by guaranteeing x(t) − x rm (t) P < ξ −1 (t). Figure 12 shows the closed-loop dynamical system performance with the set-theoretic adaptive controller with time-varying performance bound, where Figure 13 shows the norm of the system error trajectories, the evolution of the weight estimateŴ (t), and the evolution of the effective learning rate. One can see from these figures that the set-theoretic control architecture in Section III B enables the designer to control the closed-loop system performance as desired on different time intervals (e.g. transient time interval and steady-state time interval). Once again, we note that, any other values for learning rate γ can be used alternatively in this control architecture without violating the desired user-defined performance guarantee.
As mentioned in Remark 1, to implement the set-theoretic control architecture in Section III A, the initial error has to satisfy e 0 P < . From a practical standpoint, and due to the possible initialization error, this requirement may be restrictive. In what follows, we demonstrate the efficacy of the set-theoretic model reference adaptive controller in Section III B for addressing this limitation by enforcing time-varying strict performance guarantees. To this end, we consider 10 degrees initialization error in the yaw angle. We now utilize the error-dependent learning rate φ d ( e ξ (t) P ) and we set the constant learning rate to γ = 5. Furthermore, we choose the user-defined function ξ(t) such that the resulting bound on the system error behaves exponentially. This allows more deviation at the initial stage (ξ −1 (0) = 2), and then gradually enforces more restriction (ξ −1 min = 0.4) in order to obtain a closer tracking performance by guaranteeing x(t) − x rm (t) P < ξ −1 (t). Figure 14 shows the command following performance of the set-theoretic model reference adaptive controller in Section III B, where satisfactory result is obtained for tracking the desired command. Once again, the key feature of the proposed control algorithm in practical applications is evident from Figure 15 . Specifically, one can see from this figure that due to the initialization error, the system error norm is large initially, therefore a time-varying performance bound is needed such that it decreases from a large initial value to a small final value in order to handle the initial large system error norm and eventually obtain the desired tracking performance.
V Conclusion
In this paper, set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architectures with constant and time-varying performance bounds were tested on an aerospace testbed, configured as a conventional dual-rotor helicopter. The experimental results demonstrated that this control framework was capable of enforcing user-defined performance guarantees without requiring strict knowledge of the upper and lower bounds on the system uncertainties. Furthermore, the set-theoretic model reference adaptive control architecture with time-varying performance bounds enhanced the overall system performance by not only controlling the closed-loop system performance as desired on different time intervals (e.g. transient time interval and steady-state time interval), but also by handling the initialization error. Figure 13 . Norm of the system error trajectories, the evolution of the weight estimationŴ (t), and the effective learning rate γξ(t)φ d (·) with the set-theoretic model reference adaptive controller in Section III B. Figure 15 . Norm of the system error trajectories, the evolution of the weight estimationŴ (t), and the effective learning rate γξ(t)φ d (·) with the set-theoretic model reference adaptive controller in Section III B.
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